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Louver set

Hybrid 
aluminum/composite 
construction

Supreme life raft launch systems
With our alexios life raft launch systems, FlowGrill adds a new 
dimension to it’s definition of innovation. Our costs saving standard 
solution is a perfect base to integrate a life raft container into any 
yacht design, with the ability to incorporate the system into the 
construction fully enclosed. The design of the launcher is 
according the SOLAS standards.

Safe, simple, superb
- Lloyds approved.
- Designed according to SOLAS standards.
- Launched fully automatically by quick release system.
- Periodic testing by using manually operated winch.
- Mountable on flat or angular surfaces.
- Can also be made to use alternative life rafts.

Options
- High polish.
- All preferred yacht paints possible.
- Tailor made frame connecting launcher to the deck of the ship.

Fully enclosed launcher
If desired, alexios life raft launch systems can be incorporated 
into the design of a ship, fully enclosed by hatches and activated 
by hydrostatic and remote releases.

Hingeable louver with 
lamella intergrated
unlocking system

Fully enclosed 

FlowGrill serves the global yacht building industry with a 
wide range of innovative solutions that excel in terms of 
design, reliability and durability. Choose technical 
ingenuity and visual beauty. 

Providing standard products as well as custom made 
solutions, FlowGrill enables our customers to realize their 
highest ambitions and meet their ultimate demands, 
both technically and visually. All our products are 
designed, developed and produced in house, allowing 
us to cooperate closely with architects and builders from 
the initial design stage onwards.

Varying from ventilation louvers to life raft launch 
systems, FlowGrill offers an ever increasing diversity of 
products as well as flexibility from the very first design to 
final implementation.

FlowGrill delivers a variation of products like:
- Standard ventilation louvers.
- Supreme life raft launch systems.
- Special ventilation solutions (3D free shaped).
- Hingeable louvers.
- Hybrid aluminum/composite construction.

All FlowGrill products are designed, developed and 
manufactured in-house, to ensure high quality.

Curved louver
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Supreme louvers 
designed to perfection


